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9220.0120 ABATEMENT PROCEDURES.

Subpart 1. Scope. Subparts 2, 3, and 4 describe the criteria the agency shall use in
deciding which tire dumps to abate first, the procedures that the agency shall follow in
abating tire dumps, and the actions that responsible tire collectors must take to comply with
an agency request to abate.

Subp. 2. Abatement priorities. The agency shall issue a request for abatement action
to tire collectors responsible for tire dumps that meet the following priority criteria:

A. First priority: tire dumps with over 1,000,000 waste tires. Tire dumps with
over 1,000,000 waste tires shall be ranked based on the priority criteria in items B and C.

B. Second priority: tire dumps posing fire hazards. In ranking tire dumps that
are fire hazards, the agency shall consider the number of waste tires in the tire dump; the
proximity of the tire dump to population concentrations; the proximity of the tire dump to
natural resources that would be affected by a fire at the tire dump; and the characteristics of
the tire dump that might make it susceptible to fire, including but not limited to the absence
of fire lanes, the lack of emergency equipment, the presence of easily combustible materials,
and the lack of site access control.

C. Third priority: tire dumps in densely populated areas. In ranking tire dumps
located in densely populated areas, the agency shall consider the population concentration
within five miles of the tire dump; the number of waste tires in the tire dump; the hazardous
characteristics of the tire dump, including but not limited to its susceptibility to fire or to
mosquito infestation; and whether the tire dump is visible from any public way.

D. Fourth priority: remaining tire dumps. For tire dumps that do not meet the
priority criteria in subpart 3, items A to C, the agency shall consider the number of waste
tires located at the tire dump; the hazardous characteristics of the tire dump, including but
not limited to its susceptibility to fire or mosquito infestation; and the population and natural
resources that might be affected by the presence of the tire dump.

Subp. 3. Request for abatement action. The agency shall issue a request for
abatement action to all responsible tire collectors. A request for abatement action shall be
in writing, specify the action that must be taken to comply, the time allowed for response,
the reasons for requesting the action, and the actions that the agency will take if the
requested action is not taken in the requested time.

Subp. 4. Requested action. The request for abatement action shall require that the
responsible tire collector or collectors submit to the commissioner an abatement plan
meeting the criteria in part 9220.0130. The request for abatement action shall require
that the responsible tire collector or collectors agree to implement the abatement plan by
entering into a stipulation agreement with the agency.
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